TO:

Local 240 Trustee Joseph Padellaro

FROM:

Members of the Independent Review Board

RE:

Proposed Charges concerning Former Local 240
President Frank Pischera and Former Recording
Secretary Marie DiTomasso

DATE:

March 19, 1997

I.

RECOMMENDATION

The Independent Review Board ("IRB") forwards the below
report to the Trustee of Local 240 for the purpose of initiating
charges

against

former

Local

240

Recording

Secretary

Marie

DiTomasso ("DiTomasso") for bringing reproach upon the IBT and
interfering with the Local's legal obligations by allowing Warren
Selvaggi to freguent the Local's offices after he was prohibited
from participating in union affairs pursuant to a May 9, 1990 Order
entered in United States District Court for the Southern District
of New York.

Although DiTomasso, who works full-time in the

Local's offices, knew that Selvaggi was barred from union affairs,
she permitted him to visit the Local 240 offices approximately two
or

three

times

a

week

after

his

permanent

resignation.

Accordingly, it appears that DiTomasso brought reproach upon the
IBT and interfered with the Local's legal obligations in violation
of Article II, Section 2(a) and Article XIX, Section 7(b)(2) and
(5) of the IBT Constitution.*
* Article XIX, Section 7(b) of the IBT Constitution provides
in pertinent part that "[t]he basis for charges against members,
officers . . . for which he . . . shall stand trial shall consist
of, but not be limited to, the following:

It is also recommended that former President Frank
Pischera ("Pischera") and former Recording Secretary DiTomasso be
charged for breaching their fiduciary duties, bringing reproach
upon the IBT and aiding the embezzlement of Local 240 funds by
signing Local 240 checks, which paid for Warren Selvaggi's use of
the Local's telephone calling card after he was removed from the
IBT pursuant to a May 9, 1990 federal court order.

By their

conduct, it appears that Pischera and DiTomasso violated Article
II, Section 2(a), and Article XIX, Section 7(b)(1), (2) and (3) of
the IBT Constitution.

Moreover, it appears that former Recording

Secretary DiTomasso violated Section 7(C)(D) of the Local 240
Bylaws by signing Local 240 checks when the Bylaws only authorized
the Local's Secretary-Treasurer, President and Vice President to
sign checks.^

II.

SUMMARY

Local 240, which has approximately two hundred members,

*

*

*

(2) Violation of oath of office or of the oath
of loyalty to the Local Union and the
International Union.
*

*

*

(5) Conduct which is disruptive of, interferes
with, or induces others to disrupt or
interfere with, the performance of any union's
legal or contractual obligations. . . ."
^ Pursuant to Section 7(C)(D) of the Local 240 Bylaws, the
Secretary Treasurer "shall pay all bills by check, countersigned by
the President or Vice President." (Ex. 3 at 19)
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has not had a contested election since at least 1973. (Ex. 1 at 13,
22) On February 4, 1997, based upon an IRB recommendation, the IBT
General President placed Local 240 in trusteeship.
Warren

Selvaggi

("Selvaggi") was the President and

principal officer of Local 240 from approximately 1973 until June
12, 1990.

On December 5, 1989, the Investigations Officer charged

Selvaggi with knowingly associating with organized crime members.
In 1990, Selvaggi was charged in the Southern District of New York
with taking money from a Local 240 employer in violation of 29
U.S.C. $136(b).

On May 9, 1990 Selvaggi entered into a deferred

prosecution agreement and an order was entered which required him
to permanently resign from Local 240 and all IBT positions and
further required that he not participate in any union affairs.

In

light of Selvaggi's permanent resignation, the Investigations
Officer did not pursue the internal union disciplinary charges
against Selvaggi.
It appears that DiTomasso, who has been the only fulltime officer to work at Local 240 since 1994, brought reproach upon
the IBT and interfered with the Local's legal obligations by
allowing Warren Selvaggi to frequent the Local's offices after he
was barred from participating in union affairs pursuant to a May 9,
1990 Order entered in United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York.

During her February 1992 sworn examination,

DiTomasso testified that a few days prior to her sworn examination
she became aware of Selvaggi's deferred prosecution agreement.
Nevertheless, DiTomasso allowed Selvaggi to frequent the Local 240
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offices.
In addition, after Selvaggi's permanent resignation from
Local 240, he continued to use the Local's telephone calling card
for non-union matters, thereby embezzling Local funds.

DiTomasso

and Pischera approved the payments by signing the Local 240 checks
paying the phone bills, which included Selvaggi's use of the
calling card.
funds.

They assisted Selvaggi's embezzlement of Local

The telephone bills, with billing dates from June through

December 1996, reflected that Selvaggi made approximately forty-six
telephone calls at Local 240 expense.^

For example, in May and

June 1996, eleven calls were made from Selvaggi's home to Las
Vegas, for which the Local paid.

On the face of the bill, these

calls were suspicious.
During their sworn examinations, both DiTomasso and
Pischera claimed not to be aware of Selvaggi's use of the calling
card.

However, as discussed below, even a cursory review of the

phone bills would have revealed that the calling card was being
used inappropriately.

For example, although the Local does not

conduct any business in Las Vegas, the Local's June 1996 bill
showed that eleven phone calls were made to Las Vegas from
Selvaggi's home.

DiTomasso and Pischera each testified that they

did not review the telephone bills before signing the checks which
represented payment of the bills. (Ex. 2 at 12; Ex. 3 at 12-13)
Accordingly,

even

if

their

claimed

ignorance

of

Selvaggi's

3 On December 17, 1996, after the Chief Investigator's books
and records examination, Selvaggi reimbursed the Local $1,000 for
his use of the Local's calling card. (Ex. 1 at 50-53; Ex. 4)
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embezzlement was credited, it is apparent that DiTomasso and
Pischera were not fulfilling their obligations as union officers to
ensure that Local funds were used solely for union business.
It also appears that former Recording Secretary DiTomasso
violated the Local's Bylaws when she signed Local 240 checks.
Pursuant to Section 7(C)(D) of the Local's Bylaws, the SecretaryTreasurer, President and Vice-President are the only officers with
check signing authority.

Nevertheless, from at least 1995 until

the imposition of the trusteeship on February 4, 1997, former
Recording Secretary DiTomasso signed Local checks.

III. INVESTIGATIVE FINDINGS
A.

Background

Prior to the imposition of the trusteeship,

former

Recording Secretary DiTomasso was the only Local officer who worked
full-time in the Local's offices.*

DiTomasso testified that she

was first hired as a secretary at Local 240.

In approximately

1988, she was appointed a Trustee on the Local's Executive Board.
DiTomasso testified that she became a union member when she was
appointed a Trustee.

(Ex. 2 at 3-4)*

In 1989, DiTomasso was

* For approximately a six month period in 1996, Local 240
business agent Juan Eliza was appointed Vice President to fill a
vacancy until the 1996 election. Eliza did not run for office in
the 1996 election because he did not have twenty-four months of
continuous union membership as the IBT Constitution required. (Ex.
19 at 5, 9)
* It appears that this appointment did not comply with the IBT
General President's constitutional interpretation that in order for
an individual to be appointed to office, that person must meet the
eligibility requirements to run for the office. (Ex. 5)
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appointed Recording Secretary. (Ex. 17 at 4)

DiTomasso, who was

also the office manager and a Trustee for the Welfare, Pension and
Severance

Funds,

testified

that

she

was

paid

a

total

of

approximately $25,000 each year from the Local and its Funds. (Ex.
2 at 4)
Pischera was the Local's part-time Secretary-Treasurer
from 1993 until the imposition of the trusteeship. (Ex. 6 at 3)
From at least 1988 until 1993, Pischera was a Local Trustee. (Ex.
6 at 3)

During his sworn examination, former Secretary-Treasurer

Pischera testified that he had not worked for an employer with a
collective bargaining agreement with the Local since March 1996.
(Ex. 6 at 4, 8) Pursuant to Article XVIII, Section 6(a) of the IBT
Constitution, after a member has not been employed in the craft for
six months, the Local must issue such member a withdrawal card.
Nevertheless, Pischera. was reelected unopposed in November 1996 to
a three-year term of office.

(Ex. 7) However, the entire November

1996 election may have been improper since there was no quorum at
the nominations meeting.^

B.

Former President Warren selvaacri

Between approximately 1973 and June 1990, Warren Selvaggi
was the Local 240 President. (Ex. 1 at 5, 19-20)

On December 5,

1989, the Investigations Officer charged Selvaggi with knowingly

^ Former Trustee Richard Bose also testified that he had not
worked for an employer with a collective bargaining agreement with
the Local since March 1996. (Ex. 8 at 6) Bose was also elected
unopposed in the November 1996 election. (Ex. 7)
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associating with members of La Cosa Nostra, including, but not
limited to Anthony Salerno, Vincent Cafaro and Louis DiNapoli.
(Exs. 9 and 10)

While this charge was pending, the United States

Attorney's Office for the Southern District of New York filed an
information charging Selvaggi with two counts of violating 29 USC
§186 and

18 USC §2 by taking

$1,000

in December

1984 from

principals of Direct Express Trucking Co, a business that employed
Local 240 members. (Ex. 11)
In order to resolve the charges in the information,
Selvaggi entered into a deferred prosecution agreement.

On May 9,

1990, District Judge Leonard Sand signed an order which provided
that Selvaggi would resign his position as President of Local 240
no later than June 12, 1990. (Ex. 12)

This Order also provided

that
WARREN SELVAGGI, will have resigned from his
position as President of Local 240 of the
International Brotherhood of Teamsters on or
before June 12, 1990, and agrees that
henceforth, for the rest of his life, he will
have no dealings of any nature whatsoever with
any member, officer, agent, representative or
employee of the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters, or any other labor organization or
employee benefit plan, about any matter that
related directly or indirectly to the affairs
of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters
or any of its affiliated entities, or any
other labor organization, where such dealing
related to union or benefit plan affairs.
(Ex. 12) The Investigations Officer's then pending charge against
Selvaggi was not pursued in light of this order. (Exs. 13 and

7

14)7

Pursuant to Paragraph E of the March 14, 1989 Consent
Decree entered in United States v. International Brotherhood of
Teamsters.

88

Civ.

4486

(DNE)

(S.D.N.Y.),

"officers,

representatives, members and employees of the IBT, are hereby
permanently enjoined from . . . knowingly associating with . . .
any person otherwise enjoined from participating in union affairs."
Since, pursuant to the May 9, 1990 Order, Selvaggi was barred from
involvement in union affairs, Selvaggi was a person with whom IBT
representatives,

members

and

officers

were

prohibited

from

knowingly associating.

C.

DiTomasso Interfered with the Local's Legal Obligations
by Allowing Selvaggi to Frequent the Local's Offices

In February 1992, the Investigations Officer conducted
DiTomasso's sworn examination.

During this sworn examination, she

was questioned about the deferred prosecution agreement Selvaggi
entered into. (Ex. 17 at 27-31) During her 1992 sworn examination,
DiTomasso testified that she became aware of Selvaggi's deferred
prosecution agreement a few days prior to her sworn examination.
(Ex. 17 at 27-31)

Accordingly, since at least February 1992,

DiTomasso was aware that Selvaggi was barred from participating in

At the May 29, 1990 Local 240 Executive Board meeting,
Selvaggi stated that he was owed a total of $112,400 in unused
vacation, deferred salary and severance pay for the period 1984 to
1990. (Ex. 15) At this meeting, the Executive Board approved the
payment of $112,400 to Selvaggi. Between June 1990 and November
1994, the Local made weekly payments, usually in the amount of
$400, to Selvaggi totalling $112,400. (Ex. 16)
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Local 240 affairs.

In addition, in the July 1990 issue of The

Teamster, the Independent Administrator reported that,
air order had been entered by Judge Leonard
Sand in the United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York, in an
unrelated
action,
which
required
Mr.
Selvaggi's resignation from his position as
President of Local 240 effective June 12,
1990.
The Order further bars Mr. Selvaggi
from dealing with any labor organization or
employee benefit plan "about any matter that
relates directly or indirectly to the affairs
of the International Brotherhood of Teamsters
or any of its affiliated entities, or any
other labor organization, where such dealings
relate to the union benefit plan affairs."
(Ex. 34)*
DiTomasso, who was employed full-time in the Local's
offices, testified during her December 1996 sworn examination that
Selvaggi regularly visited the Local 240 office approximately two
or three times a week since leaving the Local in 1990. (Ex. 2 at
14)^

For example, during the period when the Local was paying

Selvaggi's deferred compensation, Selvaggi came to the Local to
pick up his check. (Ex. 1 at 40; Ex. 2 at 16) DiTomasso testified
that she did not know why the Local did not mail Selvaggi's check

* DiTomasso testified that she gets The Teamster magazine at
her home, but she does not read it. (Ex. 2 at 30)
^ DiTomasso testified that she did some clerical work for a
company, Homeowner's Remodeling, which Selvaggi owned along with
Local 240 Fund representative Louis Giuliano. This company shared
an office with Local 240 and its Funds. (Ex. 1 at 43-44) With
respect to Homeowners Remodeling, DiTomasso testified that, "Mr.
Selvaggi had that company while he was with the union." (Ex. 2 at
17)
DiTomasso testified that all work she did for Selvaggi's
company was done after business hours at her home. (Ex. 2 at 17-18)
On or about April 30, 1990, Homeowners Remodeling went out of
business. (Ex. 18)
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to him. (Ex. 2 at 16)
When asked how much time Selvaggi spent at the Local
during his visits, Fund representative Louis Giuliano ("Giuliano")
testified,
[mjaybe half hour, sometimes maybe an hour,
just chatting. Mr. Selvaggi knows everyone
that works at the Local. They either worked
under his administration or he's — he knows
them well.
And there's always things to
discuss, how's somebody's family, how's this
person doing. And while he's there he'll ask
me if I'm available to go to lunch and if I am
we'll go to lunch.
(Ex. 1 at 38)*°

When asked whether

discussed

Selvaggi's

during

visits

any union business was
to

the

Local,

Giuliano

responded,
[n]o. No union business. If anything, it's
just purely curiosity asking how the Local's
doing, has it picked up any members or like
this organizing campaign that we're involved
in we'll tell him — I told him that we're in
a big campaign and he was happy to hear it.
But that's the extent of it.
(Ex. 1 at 38-39)
Former Recording Secretary DiTomasso, who was also a
Trustee on the Local's Welfare Fund, testified that after Selvaggi
was forced to leave the Local, the Trustees of the Welfare Fund
decided to allow Selvaggi to have medical coverage through the Fund
at his own expense. (Ex. 2 at 9) DiTomasso testified that she did

*° During his December 1996 sworn examination, business agent
Eliza testified that he went out to lunch with Selvaggi and
Giuliano a few weeks prior to his sworn examination. (Ex. 19 at 1112)
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not recall why this was done.

(Ex. 2 at 9)^

DiTomasso also

testified at her December 1996 sworn examination that Selvaggi was
continued oh the Local's life insurance policy. (Ex. 2 at 17)
DiTomasso testified that Selvaggi should have reimbursed the Funds
for this coverage, but was unsure whether Selvaggi actually did
reimburse. (Ex. 2 at 16-17)
In prior cases under the Consent Decree, union officers
have

been

charged

with

interfering

with

the

Local's

legal

obligation by allowing suspended or barred union officers to
continue to be involved

in union affairs.

For example, in

Investigations Officer v. Yontek et al. several officers and
business agents of IBT Local 507 located in Cleveland, Ohio, were
charged with violating Article XIX, Section 7(b)(5) of the IBT

"
According to DiTomasso, in at least one instance in 1991,
Selvaggi brought cash to the Local's office to pay for his medical
benefits. According to DiTomasso, she told Selvaggi that she could
not accept cash and Selvaggi told her that he did not have a
checking account. DiTomasso then testified that Selvaggi gave her
the cash and she deposited it in her mother's checking account.
DiTomasso's mother's name is Anna Solari. DiTomasso testified that
she, as a signatory on her mother's checking account, then wrote a
check from her mother's checking account to the Welfare Fund
representing payment for Selvaggi's medical insurance premium. (Ex.
2 at 8; Exs. 20 and 21) DiTomasso testified that she followed this
practice on two or three occasions for Selvaggi.
Although DiTomasso explained her mother's checks in
February 28, 1991 and May 31, 1991 representing payment for
Selvaggi's health insurance premiums as resulting from Selvaggi's
lack of a checking account (Ex. 2 at 8; Exs. 20 and 21), it appears
that in February and May 1991, Selvaggi had a checking account. On
February 8, 1991 Selvaggi issued a personal check to reimburse
$343.91 to the Local's Welfare Fund which represented a life
insurance premium paid on his behalf. (Ex. 20) Moreover, on May 7,
1991, Selvaggi submitted a personal check to the Welfare Fund in
the amount of $1,333.77 as reimbursement for his health insurance
premium. (Ex. 21)
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Constitution by allowing former Local 507 principal officer, Harold
Friedman, to participate in Local affairs despite a suspension
order

the

Independent

Administrator

debarment pursuant to 29 U.S.C. §504.
was

proven

against

the

officers

imposed

and

a statutory

In finding that the charge
and

business

agents,

the

Independent Administrator held "all IBT officials in a position to
do so must take positive steps toward ensuring that a suspension
order

or

statutory

debarment

is

effectively

implemented."

Investigations Officer v. Yontek et al, IA June 21, 1993 Decision
at 23, aff'd. United States v. IBT. 838 F. Supp. 800 (S.D.N.Y.
1993), aff'd. United States v. IBT. Dkt. Nos. 94-6004, 94-6006,
slip op. (2d Cir. July 28, 1994).
It appears that, by allowing Selvaggi to frequent the
Local's offices after his forced resignation in June 1990, former
Recording Secretary DiTomasso brought reproach upon the IBT and
interfered with the Local's legal obligation to comply with the May
9, 1990 Order barring Selvaggi from participating in union affairs.
Moreover, as detailed below, after Selvaggi's removal from the
Local, DiTomasso caused the Local to pay for Selvaggi's personal
calls charged to the Local's calling card.

This evidence gives

rise to the inference that DiTomasso permitted Selvaggi to continue
to control the Local after June 1990.
D.

DiTomasso and Pischera Aided Selvaggi's Embezzlement

The

calling

card

charges

included

in

the

Local's

telephone bills, with billing dates for the months June through
December 1996, reflected that during these seven months at least
12

forty-six calls were made from Selvaggi's home phone to various
parts of the country, including Las Vegas, Nevada, and were charged
to the Locales calling card. (Exs. 22, 23-28)^

During this same

seven-month period, nineteen calls were made to Selvaggi's home,
including two calls from Atlantic City, and charged to the Local's
calling card. (Exs. 22, 23-28)

The telephone bills sent to the

Local were paid by the Local, the Local's Welfare Fund, the Local's
Pension Fund and the Local's Severance Fund in the following
proportion: the Local paid 15%; the Pension Fund paid 37.5%; the
Welfare Fund paid 37.5%, and the Severance Fund paid 10%. (Ex. 1 at
34) Giuliano, a representative of the Local's Welfare and Pension
Funds, testified that he and Fund Administrator Philip Costanza
were the only individuals authorized to use the Local's telephone
calling card. (Ex. 1 at 49)
Selvaggi was not authorized to use the calling card after
he left the Local. (Ex. 1 at 49) However, Giuliano testified that
after the Chief Investigator's books-and-records examination during
which Local telephone bills were obtained, Selvaggi admitted using
the Local's telephone calling card after his resignation from the
Local. (Ex. 1 at 50-51)
Between May 11 and June 8, 1996, Selvaggi made eleven
calls from his home to Las Vegas at Local expense. (Exs. 22 and 23)
One call, made on June 8, 1996, lasted forty-four minutes. (Ex. 23)

on November 18, 1996, the Local provided Selvaggi's home
telephone number. (Ex. 29) During her sworn examination, DiTomasso
provided the same number when asked for Selvaggi's home telephone
number. (Ex. 2 at 20)
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Local 240 does not have any business in Las Vegas. (Ex. 1 at 28)
In addition, between July 19, 1996 and July 21, 1996, twenty-two
calls were made from Atlantic City to New York using the Local's
calling card. (Exs. 22 and 25)^

Fifteen of these calls were made

on July 20, 1996 alone. (Ex. 25)** According to Giuliano, Selvaggi
acknowledged making the telephone calls at Local expense from
Atlantic City. (Ex. 1 at 63)
DiTomasso testified that, when bills came to the office,
she opened them and then Giuliano went through the bills and
prepared the Local checks for her signature. (Ex. 2 at 11; Ex. 1 at
33-34)

Giuliano testified that he did not review the telephone

bills before he prepared the checks. (Ex. 1 at 56-58, 60-61, 6465)^ Former Recording Secretary DiTomasso, who signed each of the
13 Two of these calls were made to Selvaggi's home phone
number. (Exs. 22 and 25)
** The Local did not conduct any business in Atlantic City.
(Ex. 1 at 13)
^ In response to a question regarding whether he reviewed the
August 1996 telephone bill before preparing the Local check which
represented partial payment of the bill, Giuliano testified,
[n]o.
In all honesty, I'm remiss in not
reviewing as you asked. . . .
It's only
because of this inquiry, the investigators
came in and among other documents that they
had asked for was the telephone bills which
prompted me to take a closer look. And in
doing so that's when I discovered that some
calls may have been made by Mr. Selvaggi and
that's when I asked him.
. . .
He
acknowledged it, he did not deny it saying
well, somebody else might use it.
He was
forthright and honest enough to admit he did
make those calls. He was in Atlantic City and
discussing with him asking him whether he made
other calls in the past and he says it's quite
14

Local checks paying the phone bills between June and December 1996,
testified that she did not review the phone bill prior to signing
the checks. (Ex. 2 at 19-22, 25; Exs. 23-28)
Former Recording Secretary DiTomasso testified that she
did not examine the phone bills to determine who made the calls or
if the calls involved the Local's business.

(Ex. 2 at 12)

DiTomasso testified that she "assume[d]" that Giuliano, who was not
a Local officer or member, reviewed the bills to make sure that
they were appropriate. (Ex. 2 at 12) Giuliano testified that there
was no individual at the Local who had the responsibility to go
through the phone bill to ensure that the calls were for union
business. (Ex. 1 at 35-36)
Former Secretary-Treasurer Pischera, who signed at least
five Local checks which represented the Local's partial payment of
the telephone bills, testified that he sometimes signed Local 240
checks without reviewing the supporting documents. (Ex. 6 at 9,
13)" When asked whether he reviewed the July 1996 Local telephone
bill prior to signing the Local check which represented partial
payment for the bill, Pischera testified, "I'll be honest with you,
sometimes I do and sometimes they put a bill in front of me, I sign
it." (Ex. 6 at 13)
true he has one time or another.
(Ex. 1 at 61)
** Former Secretary-Treasurer Pischera testified that he was
not familiar with the IBT's Secretary-Treasurer's Manual and did
not know if the Local had a copy of the manual. (Ex. 6 at 9)
DiTomasso testified that the Local did not have a copy of the
Secretary-Treasurer's Manual. (Ex. 2 at 11)
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On December 6, 1996, the Chief Investigator's Office
reguested all Local 240's telephone bills for the period from
January 1992 through November 1996, with the exception of the
months June through September 1996, copies of which had been
obtained during the books-and-records examination. (Ex. 30)

In

response, the Local furnished only a one-page invoice for each
month without the attachments which listed, among other things,
each telephone call charged to the Local's calling card. (Ex. 31)^
Both DiTomasso and Giuliano testified that the attachments to the
telephone bill were discarded after the invoices were paid because
of lack of storage space at the Local. (Ex. 1 at 67; Ex. 2 at 26)^
Giuliano testified that after the Chief Investigator's
office reguested the phone bills, including the calling card
charges, he contacted Selvaggi who admitted that he had used the
Local's telephone calling card after his resignation from the
Subsequent to the sworn examinations of the Local 240
officers, the Local provided complete telephone bills for the
billing dates October through December 1996. (Exs. 27 and 28)
When questioned about the incomplete telephone bills,
Giuliano testified that,
[t]hose are the ones we happen [sic] to have
at the time. After two or three month [sic] - whatever — we just discard them and we just
tend to — they are bulky, they take up the
file.
If at that time that Mr. Reilly had
asked me for any telephone bills, if I had any
reason for concern or if I was trying to
conceal anything, I could have very well told
Mr. Reilly, A, I don't have the bills or B,
all I have is the face sheet such as these. .
(Ex. 1 at 67)
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Local. (Ex. 1 at 61-62)

According to Giuliano, he was unable to

estimate the total amount the Local and

its Funds paid for

Selvaggi's use of the Local's calling card.

Giuliano testified

that, "Mr. Selvaggi made a payment to the Local and expressed his
apology for any inconvenience he may have caused the Local." (Ex.
1 at 51)

According to Giuliano, Selvaggi wrote a check to the

Local in the amount of $1,000, which he estimated would cover his
phone card expenses. (Ex. 1 at 52-53; Ex. 4)**
DiTomasso and Pischera claimed not to have been aware of
Selvaggi's use of the Local's telephone calling card. (Ex. 2 at 22;
Ex. 6 at 16)^
Local's

However, if DiTomasso and Pischera, who signed the

checks paying

a portion

of the telephone

bill, had

conducted even a cursory review of the Local's telephone bills,
such review would have shown that the Local's telephone calling
card was being used inappropriately.

For example, the June 1996

bill reflected that eleven calls were made to Las Vegas from
Selvaggi's home in New Rochelle. (Ex. 23)

Even if DiTomasso and

Pischera did not know Selvaggi's home telephone number, the issue
of why such calls were made using Local 240's calling card should
have been raised, since the Local is based in New York and does not

** Based on the available telephone bills with billing dates
from June through December 1996, Selvaggi's phone charges totalled
$190.67 which the Local and its affiliated Funds paid. (Exs. 22-28)
^ Other Local officers and Giuliano also testified that they
were unaware that Selvaggi had used the Local's calling card after
he resigned as President. (Ex. 1 at 61; Ex. 19 at 14; Ex. 8 at 10)
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have any business dealings in Las Vegas.
Similarly,

a

superficial

review

of the

(Ex. 1 at 14, 28)^
Local's

August

1996

telephone bill would have revealed twenty-two calls from Atlantic
City charged to the Local's calling card. (Ex. 25)

In addition, a

review of the Local's July 1996 bill showed eighteen calls from
Reading, Pennsylvania, made on one day, July 6, 1996. (Ex. 24)^
At a minimum, they consciously avoided learning of Selvaggi's use
of the Local's calling card.
Given the freguent and conspicuous use of the Local's
telephone calling card to make calls to or from locations which had
no relation to Local

240 business, together with

Selvaggi's

freguent visits to the Local's office, it appears that DiTomasso
and Pischera aided Selvaggi's embezzlement of union funds.

At a

minimum, even if DiTomasso's and Pischera's testimony that they
were unaware of Selvaggi's use of the calling card was credited,
they appear to have failed to perform their fiduciary duties to
ensure that Local funds were used solely for union business.
In addition, as detailed below, it appears that both
DiTomasso and Pischera breached their fiduciary duties in other
respects.

For example, DiTomasso signed Local checks in violation

of the Local's Bylaws, and Pischera authorized a non-officer to
forge his signature on a Local check.

During her sworn examination, DiTomasso testified to
Selvaggi's home telephone number. (Ex. 2 at 20)
Four of the calls from Reading, Pennsylvania were made to
Selvaggi's home. (Exs. 22 and 24)
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E.

DiTomasso Violated the Local's Bylaws
When She Signed Local Checks

In addition to aiding Selvaggi's embezzlement, DiTomasso
violated the Local's Bylaws when she signed Local 240 checks.
Pursuant to Section 7(C)(D) of the Local 240 Bylaws, the SecretaryTreasurer "shall pay all bills by check, countersigned by the
President

or Vice

President."

(Ex. 3 at

19)

Despite this

provision, former Recording Secretary DiTomasso routinely signed
Local checks. (Ex. 2 at 11)

In fact, the Local's President and

Vice President were not even signatories on the Local's checking
account. (Ex. 1 at 28; Ex. 2 at 35; Ex. 32)**

F.

Pischera Allowed a Non-Officer to Forge His Signature
on a Local Union Check

Giuliano testified that he signed Secretary-Treasurer
Pischera's name to a Local check dated February 10, 1995. (Ex. 1 at
77; Ex. 33) Pischera testified that he authorized Giuliano to sign
his name "[b]ecause I couldn't make it or something". (Ex. 6 at 11)
When asked why this was done, Giuliano testified that the check was
"overdue."

(Ex. 1 at 77)

Giuliano testified that in the past he

may have signed Pischera's signature or other officer's signatures
on Local checks. (Ex. 1 at 79)^

had the
a union
she and
checks.

Giuliano testified that DiTomasso, Costanza and Pischera
authority to sign Local checks. Costanza is not currently
officer or member. (Ex. 1 at 28) DiTomasso testified that
Secretary-Treasurer Pischera had authority to sign Local
(Ex. 2 at 35)

^ Pischera's forged signature was the only signature on this
check. (Ex. 18) When asked how this check was issued with only one
signature, Giuliano testified, "I really don't know. . . . I mean,
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IV.

PROPOSED CHARGES

Based upon the foregoing, it is recommended that former
Local 240 Recording Secretary Marie DiTomasso and former Secretary
Treasurer Frank Pischera be charged as follows:
A.

Marie DiTomasso
1.

Charge One

While an officer and member of IBT Local 240, you brought
reproach upon the IBT and

interfered with the Local's legal

obligations by allowing Warren Selvaggi to frequent the Local's
offices after he was removed from the IBT pursuant to a federal
court order, thereby violating Article II, Section 2(a), and
Article XIX, Section 7(b)(2) and (5) of the IBT Constitution to
wit:
While you were a Local 240 officer, Warren Selvaggi was
prohibited from participating in union affairs pursuant to a May 9,
1990 Order entered in United States District Court for the Southern
District of New York.

Although you knew that Selvaggi was barred

from union affairs, you permitted him to visit the Local 240
offices approximately two-or-three times a week after his permanent
resignation.

2.

Charge Two

While an officer and member of IBT Local 240, you
breached your fiduciary duties, brought reproach upon the IBT and

there's no reason there shouldn't be a second signature." (Ex. 1 at
78)
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aided the embezzlement of Local 240 funds by signing Local 240
checks which paid for Warren Selvaggi's use of the Local's calling
card after he was removed from the IBT pursuant to a federal court
order thereby, violating Article II, Section 2(a) and Article XIX,
Section 7(b)(1), (2) and (3) of the IBT Constitution and Section
7(C)(D) of the Local 240 Bylaws to wit:
While a Local 240 officer, you aided Warren Selvaggi's
embezzlement of Local 240 funds.

After a federal court order

required Selvaggi to resign from Local 240 positions and to refrain
from participating in union affairs, you signed Local checks which
paid for a portion of Selvaggi's use of the Local's telephone
calling card.

As a result, you aided Selvaggi's embezzlement of

Local funds.
Moreover, you failed to review the Local's telephone
bills prior to signing the checks.

Even a cursory review of the

Local's telephone bills would have revealed Selvaggi's improper use
of the telephone calling card.

In addition, you signed Local 240

checks without being authorized to do so under the Local 240
Bylaws.

Section 7(C)(D) of the Local 240 Bylaws provide that the

Local's President, Secretary-Treasurer

and Vice President are

authorized to sign Local checks.

B.

Frank Pischera

While an officer and member of IBT Local 240, you
breached your fiduciary duties, brought reproach upon the IBT and
aided the embezzlement of Local 240 funds by signing Local 240
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checks, which paid for Warren Selvaggi's use of the Local's calling
card after he was removed from the IBT pursuant to a federal court
order, thereby violating Article II, Section 2(a), and Article XIX,
Section 7(b)(1), (2) and (3) of the IBT Constitution to wit:
While a Local 240 officer, you aided Warren Selvaggi's
embezzlement of Local 240 funds.

After a federal court order

required Selvaggi to resign from Local 240 positions and to refrain
from participating in union affairs, you signed Local checks which
paid for a portion of Selvaggi's use of the Local's telephone
calling card.

As a result, you aided Selvaggi's embezzlement of

Local funds.
Moreover, you failed to review the Local's telephone
bills prior to signing the checks.

Even a cursory review of the

Local's telephone bills would have revealed Selvaggi's improper use
of the telephone calling card.
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EXHIBITS TO REPORT REGARDING
MARIE DITOMASSO AND FRANK PISCHERA

Ex. 1

Sworn Examination of Louis Giuliano dated December 20,
1996 with exhibits

Ex. 2

Sworn Examination of Marie DiTomasso dated December 20,
1996

Ex. 3

Local 240 Bylaws

Ex. 4

Check issued by Warren Selvaggi to Local 240 in the
Amount of $1,000

Ex. 5

General President Carey's Constitutional Interpretation
Letter dated May 9, 1994

Ex. 6

Sworn Examination of Frank Pischera dated December 20,
1996

Ex. 7

Minutes of Local 240 Nominations Meeting dated November
26, 1996

Ex. 8

Sworn Examination of Richard Bose dated December 20,
1996

Ex. 9

Investigations Officer Charge against Warren Selvaggi
dated December 5, 1989

Ex. 10

Declaration by FBI Special Agent Lindley Delvecchio

Ex. 11

Information in United States v. Warren Selvaggi. Docket
No. 89-03829 (S.D.N.Y.)

Ex. 12

May 9, 1990 Order in United States v. Warren Selvactcri.
Docket No. 89 Cr. 895 (S.D.N.Y.)

Ex. 13

Investigations Officer's letter dated May 9, 1990

Ex. 14

Independent Administrator's letter dated May 10, 1990

Ex. 15

Minutes of May 29, 1990 Executive Board Meeting

Ex. 16

Deferred Salary and Severance Records for Warren
Selvaggi for 1990 through 1994

Ex. 17

Sworn Examination of Marie DiTomasso dated February 7,
1992

Ex. 18

Letter Showing that Homeowners Remodeling was out of
business
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Ex. 19

Sworn Examination of Juan Eliza dated December 20, 1996

Ex. 20

The Union Central Life Insurance Company premium notices
dated 1-18-90, 1-18-91 and 1-19-96 with Selvaggi
reimbursement check for 1-18-90

Ex. 21

Blue Cross/ Blue Shield invoices prepared on May 31,
1991, February 28, 1991 and September 4, 1990 with
reimbursement checks

Ex. 22

Schedule of Selvaggi telephone calls for billing dates
June 1996 through December 1996

Ex. 23

NYNEX phone bill with attachments and check for billing
date June 10, 1996

Ex. 24

NYNEX phone bill with attachments and check for billing
date July 10, 1996

Ex. 25

NYNEX phone bill with attachments and check for billing
date August 10, 1996

Ex. 26

NYNEX phone bill with attachments and check for billing
date September 10, 1996

Ex. 27

Letter dated January 10, 1997 and Local 240 NYNEX phone
bills with attachments for billing dates October 10, 1996
and November 10, 1996

Ex. 28

NYNEX phone bill with attachments for billing date
December 10, 1996 with transmittal letter dated January
15, 1997

Ex. 29

List of home telephone numbers of Selvaggi and other
officers of Local 240

Ex. 30

Request for additional Local 240 records dated December
6, 1996

Ex. 31

Telephone invoices from December 1992 through May
1996

Ex. 32

List of Local 240 Officers and Staff as of November
1996

Ex. 33

Local 240 check number 3647 dated February 10, 1995

Ex. 34

Excerpt from June 1990 issue of The Teamster
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INDEPENDENT REVIEW BOARD
444 North Capitol St., NW, Suite 528
Washington, DC 20001
(202) 434-8080
Facsimile (202) 434-8084
Corruption Hotline (800) CALL IRB
Chief Investigator:
Charles M. Carberry, Esq.
17 Battery Place, Suite 331
New York, NY 10004

Board Members:
Grant Crandall, Esq.
Crandall, Pyles & Haviland
1021 Quarrier Street
Charleston, WV 25301
Frederick B. Lacey, Esq.
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae
One Riverfront Plaza
Newark, NJ 07102-5490

Administrator:
John J. Cronin, Jr.

William H. Webster, Esq.
Milbank, Tweed, Hadley & McCloy
1825 Eye Street, NW, Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20006

December 17, 1997

Tom Sever
Acting General President
International Brotherhood of Teamsters
25 Louisiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001
Re:

Decisions on Charges against Local 240
Officers Frank Pischera and Marie DiTomasso

Dear Mr. Sever:
The Independent Review Board has reviewed General President
Carey's decisions of November 24, 1997, in the above-captioned
matters and finds the decisions to be not inadequate.
Very truly yours,
Members of the
Independent Re)H^w Board

J o M J^/Cronin, Jr.
Administrator
cc:

Earl V. Brown, Jr., Esq.
David Neigus, Esq.
Joseph Padellaro, Trustee, Local 240

Pursuant to the Consent Order of the United States District Court, S.D.N.Y.
United States -v- International Brotherhood of Teamsters 88 CIV 4486 (DNE)

i N T E R N A H O N A L
B R O T

H E

R H

O

O

D

O F

T E A M S T

E R S

AFL-CIO

OFFICE OF

R O N CAREY
G E N E R A L PRESIDENT

November 24, 1997

Mr. Frank Pischera
18 68 Holland Avenue
Bronx, New York 10462
Re:

Charges Against Former Local 240
Officer Frank Pischera

Dear Sir and Brother:
Having reviewed and duly considered the hearing record and the
findings and recommendations of the hearing panel in the above-referenced
matter, I hereby adopt the findings and recommendations of the hearing
panel on the charges against you referred to the Local 240 Trustee by the
Independent Review Board ("IRB"). A copy of the hearing panel's findings
and recommendations is enclosed.
The hearing panel found that while an officer and member of Local
240, you breached your fiduciary duties, brought reproach upon the IBT
and aided the embezzlement of Local 240 funds by signing Local Union
checks paying for Warren Selvaggi's use of the Local Union's telephone
calling card after he was removed from the IBT pursuant to a federal
court order.
Accordingly, the following penalty recommended by the hearing panel
is hereby imposed: Frank Pischera is permanently barred from holding any
office or employment with the IBT or any IBT affiliated entity and is
permanently barred from drawing any compensation or other benefits from
the IBT or any IBT affiliated entity other than fully vested benefits.
Pischera is also suspended from membership in the IBT for a period of
five (5) years.

RC/dnb
Enclosure
cc:

John J. Cronin, IRB Administrator
Charles Carberry, IRB Chief Investigator
Hearing Panel
Joseph Padellaro, Trustee, Local 240
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A V E N U E , N.W.

- WASHINGTON,

D.C. 200 0 1 * (202)

624-6800

tNTERNATtONAL
BROTHERHOOD OF
TEAMSTERS
AFL-CIO

OFFtCEOE

R O N CAREY
G E N E R A L PRESIDENT

November 24, 1997

Ms. Marie DiTomasso
1814 Bogart Avenue
Bronx, New York 10462
Re:

Charges Against Former Local 240
Officer Marie DiTomasso

Dear Sister DiTomasso:
Having reviewed and duly considered the hearing record and the
findings and recommendations of the hearing panel in the above-referenced
matter, I hereby adopt the findings and recommendations of the hearing
panel on the charges against you referred to the Local 240 Trustee by the
Independent Review Board ("IRB"). A copy of the hearing panel's findings
and recommendations is enclosed.
The hearing panel found that while an officer and member of Local
240, you brought reproach upon the IBT and interfered with the Local's
legal obligations by allowing Warren Selvaggi to frequent the Local's
officers after he was removed from the IBT pursuant to a federal court
order.
The hearing panel also found that you breached your fiduciary
duties and aided the embezzlement of Local 240 funds by signing checks
which paid for Selvaggi's use of the Local Union's telephone calling card
after he was removed from the IBT.
Accordingly, the following penalty recommended by the hearing panel
is imposed: Marie DiTomasso is expelled from membership in the IBT and
permanently barred from holding membership in the IBT or any office or
employment with the IBT or any IBT affiliated entity. DiTomasso is also
barred from drawing any compensation or other benefits from the IBT or
any affiliated entity other than fully vested benefits.

RC/dnb
Enclosure
cc:

John J. Cronin, IRB Administrator
Charles Carberry, IRB Chief Investigator
Hearing Panel
Joseph Padellaro, Trustee, Local 240
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